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Hi everybody,
(Pastor with three “private” organs)
This week's PRACTICAL DREAM ANALYSIS report is about a lady
who received a warning from God about a Pastor with three private
organs. Check out the dream analysis report below.
Please remember to read the post about the Golden Key available to
us in terms of dreams and visions interpretation that makes it
possible to interpret each and every dream or vision correctly. Click
on the link below for more information:
The Golden Key
The analysis reports are part of our “Dreams and Visions
Interpretation Course” program. These reports will be of tremendous
value as it will slowly but surely train you and prepare you to master
the gift of the “interpretation of dreams and visions”. You will
eventually interpret dreams and visions correctly and according to
Biblical principles. Of course it will get easier and quicker as you get
more familiar with the different principles that govern dream and
vision interpretation.
Although it is a gift, it is a gift that God gave all his children.
Although it is a gift, it does take time and practice. Apart from getting
more and more familiar with all the different symbols and the

different fundamental principles that govern dream analysis, it also
cultivates a closer and more intimate relationship with Christ our Lord.
So, read all the reports as faithful as you can and stand up and be
counted!
Dream:
I had a dream about a Pastor. He was sitting in a chair and I sat next
to him (also in a chair). There were like three of him. It is hard to
explain but it was like he was “three in one” but I was able to
distinguish all three. He was not completely hidden within himself (as
explained below).
He was wearing a red shirt with patterns. I was lying with my head on
his lap. There were just a feeling of peace and a Godly type of love.
There was no sexual desires. Just peace and calm.
I felt his private “organ(s)” (times three) through the clothing.
The next minute his wife came in and started screaming, obviously
very upset. I am not sure what she said or shouting about. I couldn’t
make it out.
I was so upset since I felt this peace and there was nothing wrong
about the peace.
Dream Analysis:
I am briefly referring to different symbols in this analysis. It is
important for you to check them out in the Dreams Dictionary as
well so that you have a better understanding of these symbols. It is
also important to remember that certain circumstances leading up to
a dream or certain questions asked before a dream or a person
pondering on something specific before a dream really helps a lot in
terms of interpreting the dream. In most cases such information
ensures that the interpretation is totally accurate.
Interpretation:
As you probably realized when you read the meaning of “Sex” in
dreams and visions, this dream is about the teachings and spiritual
input of a spiritual leader in the body of Christ or in the life of a
person (the male seed deposited into the spiritual womb of a

congregation or a person). Sex in dreams and visions in a natural
sense does speak of sex (not symbolic but literal) but in this case it is
about a spiritual meaning.
There are two things about the church leader in your dream that is a
problem:
1. The red shirt which speaks of this leader being prepared to minister
(teachings and spiritual input) something that causes conflict,
discontent or dissension. Clothing symbolizes our spiritual preparation
for ministry. Not only the five-fold ministry but also the preparation of
the ministry of each and every child of God is symbolized by the
clothes we wear. The color red symbolizes conflict, discontent,
dissension and even hate. See “Clothing” and See “Colors (Red)”.
2. Three private parts instead of one (See “Numbers in dreams and
visions (Negative 3)”. The “3 of him” probably represent his body, soul
and spirit which symbolizes him ministering in the spirit but also in
the flesh. He is probably Spirit led and also lead by his own soulish
views. This leader might be a good, pleasant, well behaved excellent
leader with mostly pure motivations but the fact is that there are
some false teachings in his life and/or also some impure input and
motives as well. He might not even know about it.
The woman in the dream being immediately upset when she saw you
in this vulnerable position before this man is an indication that there
is something wrong here. You feeling three private parts is a warning
about him ministering false “seed” (teachings) and/or being led by
soulish views as well. Even if she caught you having sex, she (his
wife) would have been pleased because she (symbolizing the
congregation - a pastor’s wife in dreams usually speaks of the
congregation), would have been pleased by the church leader
(husband) ministering onto the congregation and onto you the true
word of God and the proper teachings of Christ. The fact that she was
upset emphasizes what the “red shirt” and the “negative 3” also
revealed. There is something wrong with this leader.
I once interpreted a dream for a lady who felt very embarrassed and
awkward about the dream. In the dream she was surrounded by all
sorts of positive symbols whilst a church leader was having sex with
her. The pastors wife embraced her and even kissed her whilst her
husband had sex with this lady. At the time that she had this dream

this lady went through a tough time spiritually and this leader and his
wife ministered onto her a number of times. He was counseling her
and teaching her the word of God and his wife (in this case taken
literal and not symbolic) played a supportive role. She helped this
lady where she could. The positive symbols that surrounded this lady
in the dream spoke of the areas in her life which the pastor dealt
with. Their input was Godly, pure and from the heart of God.
The peace that you experienced in the dream was probably a false
peace. It is a known fact that ninety percent or more of all Christians
experience peace in terms of their pastors or ministers not knowing
that some of their teachings and spiritual input are not Biblical. We
are sometimes led by our feelings and emotions and not the word of
God and the Holy Spirit. Many Christians are under the impression
that they will be able to identify or recognize false teachings but that
is not the case. Christians just do not know and understand the Bible
or the word of God well enough in order to do so. It is so easy to be in
a situation where we just do not know that something is wrong in this
regard. That is why God gives us warnings in dreams. This is
symbolized by you not understanding the woman’s actions in the
dream.
We usually dream about sex and similar symbols when we join new
congregations or when we ponder about pastors and church leaders.
It is God’s way of protecting us. False teachings cause a lot of spiritual
damage in people’s lives. It prevents spiritual growth and it prevents
people from reaching spiritual maturity. It is a huge problem in the
body of Christ.
Conclusion:
It is so easy to make a mistake when we interpret dreams. We need
to connect our dreams and visions to the incident that triggered it in
the first place. This will ensure a correct interpretation. However, do
not forget that there are times when God speaks to us directly
without us asking questions or pondering on matters that is bothering
us or important to us. These dreams are not connected to an incident
and are almost always spiritual and actually a lot easier to interpret.
I need to make it clear that all we can do is helping people
understanding their dreams and visions. We can help them with the

basics. We help them with most of the interpretation but even after
we have done that they still need to seek God's face about the dream
or the vision. They still need to deal with issues and they need to sort
out their responsibilities, actions and reactions in terms of the
relevant dream or vision.
Please read the posts in our newest category, “Interesting Discussions
on dreams” which will help you a lot.
See you next week
Blessings in Christ
ASR Martins

